
Core Values
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 -Janice Mae- 



1.  Core Values
We came outfitted with the perfect value system
to help us manifest our life’s purpose. Our values
guide us and keep us authentic. All “values” are
“valuable” and worthy, yet some are more “right”
for you than others. These are your core values
and they are unique to you alone. Your core values
are sacred and will keep you aligned with your
soul.

What they are and how to identify them.

We have two types of value systems:

Values

2.  Adopted Values
Society, church, culture and individuals in your life,
with the best of intentions, may have forced their
value system upon you. Others in your life, with
their own core values, thought they were helping
you by imposing their values upon you. These are
called adopted values. You were surrounded by
these values and slowly and unconsciously you
absorbed and adopted them as self. You adopted
these in order to survive with parents, siblings,
church, culture, at work, with partners, and
friends. These may feel authentic if they have been
adopted for years. Adopted values can be
beneficial and help us develop strengths that we
may not have developed otherwise. 



2.  Adopted Values
Take a moment and reflect on the most influential
people in your formative years of 1-8. Pick one of
these people. Now look at the values with the
checkmark. Reflect on each value. Are these truly
your values or did you adopt them along the way
to adapt harmoniously to your life? Are these
adopted values or are they your authentic values?
If these are truly your values, now draw a heart or
circle around your checkmark.

1.  Core Values
Using the list below. Place a checkmark beside the
words that you strongly value or that resonate
strongly for you.

Directions For The Values Experience

Self Assessment

Example: Commitment  



Values List 
Please add your own values if they are not listed



Values List 
Please add your own values if they are not listed



Reflecting and deciding on your values is a
freeing process. Being aware of one’s core
values aids in decision making as you ask
yourself “Is this idea in alignment with my
values?” “Will this decision bring about an
outcome that is in alignment with my values?”
Keep yourself aligned to your core values and
see how this affects you mentally, physically,
emotionally, and spiritually. Your adopted
values are still valuable, yet they are not core
to you. These adopted values are great to
borrow when you need them as you have
probably developed some mastery in them,
yet it can be a great relief when you let them
go.

Evaluating,
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